Introduction.
Let (IXF, SXT, /iXc) denote the completion of the Cartesian product of the (r-finite and complete measure spaces iX, S, jx) and (F, T, v) [5] . If X is an arbitrary length function on (X, 5, ju), B a Banach space of real valued functions on Y measurable (E), each fx=fxiy) in EX(E) defines a real valued function fix, y) =fxiy) on XXY. The purpose of this note is to study the relation between the spaces EX(E) where B=Lli, A a length function, and the spaces EXA of functions/(x, y), measurable (5XE), for which XA(/) = X[A(/t)] defines a norm. Bochner [l] has shown that if X and Y are Euclidean, fj, and v Lebesgue measure and Ex and EA are the spaces of summable functions on X and Y then EXA and EX(£A) are equivalent.
Our principal result is Theorem 1.1. £X(£A) is always equivalent to a subspace of EXA. In order that £X(EA) be equivalent to EXA it is necessary and sufficient that either (5) be a-atomic (X) or (L9), (L12) and (L13) all hold for A.
Terminology.
The notation fix, y) will refer to a real valued function defined on XX V,fx=fxiy) to a function on X valued almost everywhere in a space of functions measurable (E) or to an X-section of fix, y). If Q, Qa are subsets of XX Y, Qx, Qa,x refer to the sections of Q, Qa determined by x [5, p. 141] . By/"(P) 17(E) is meant /i(P) £MP)£ ■ ■ ■ and/(P)=sup"/n(P)^ oo for all points P. Measurability symbols (5), (E), (5XE) will be omitted when no confusion is likely to result. The definition of simple function will differ from [5, p. 84] in that the constants will sometimes be vectors. We shall write xe, X(E) as abbreviations for the characteristic function of £ and X(xb), respectively, fB for/xc As in [3] X will be called a length function on (X, 5, /j.) if for every measurable function u with 0^w(x);£ 00 for almost all x, X(w) is defined with O^X(m)^ 00 and satisfies: (LI) X(w)=0 if m(x)=0 almost everywhere, (L2) X(w) ^X(wi) whenever m(x)^«i(x) for all x, (L3) X(wi+tt2)^X(tti)+X(w2), (L4) \iku)=k\iu) for all k>0, and
In addition we shall sometimes impose some or all of conditions: (L9) Either X is coarse or for every E with X(£)<oo, X(e)-K), whenever nie)->0, eQE [3, p. 592 Since A" is c-atomic (X) each Arn = Uj" , Ani + Nn where each .4"; is atomic and niNn) =0. Then/* is equivalent (5X E) to/* which is constant on each Ani. The proof that/* and/x are Bochner measurable on X is then trivial. The extension to an arbitrary X is then a consequence of the (T-finiteness of ju.
We next show that (ii) is sufficient. Since n is ff-hnite we can assume that juiX) < oo. In the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.2 (ii) each Xh",x is'simple and it follows easily that xqx is Bochner measurable. 2\(fx-fN,x) + 2\(fN,x-fN,xXe) + NA (e U bA, which can be made arbitrarily small by choice of N, e and m, using (L12) and (L13). That/* is Bochner measurable then follows easily as in the preceding paragraph.
Finally we show that at least one of (i), (ii) is necessary to ensure that, for every g(x, y)££XA, gx is Bochner measurable. Suppose that .S contains a set Si with p(Si) <m,0 <X(6i) < °° and suppose that Si contains no atoms. Thus if x is fixed and {Sni} is the subsequence of {Sn} containing x, the set of points x' for which A(gx -gx>)<8 is contained in f\S"i and therefore has measure zero. If gx is an arbitrary simple function on X, A(gx -gx)>8/2 for almost all x£5i so that gx cannot be Bochner measurable.
The argument of [4, Lemma 3.2] shows that there always exists such a function/(y)£ZA, 5>0 and { Tt} if one of (L9), (L12) and (L13) fails to hold so that the above construction gives a counterexample if (i) and one of (L9), (L12) and (L13) fail to hold.
4. The equivalence of the spaces EXA and £X(£A). Where /x, v denote Lebesgue measure on (0, 1)=A"=F, Sierpinski [9] (using the axiom of choice) has constructed a plane set Q having at most two points in common with every parallel to the axes and not measurable (SXT). For the function xe, AiQT) =0 for all x so that xqx is Bochner measurable and in £X(EA) but not in £XA since it is not measurable. This example shows that the statement of Theorem I in [l] is not precise. We note that when the conditions of Lemma 3.1 are not satisfied (for example if Lfi = L°°, and x, y, n, v are as in this paragraph) £XA and £X(EA) can each contain elements with the corresponding element not in the other. We note that for Sierpinski's example there is a function (namely gx = 0) equivalent to fx in L^iL^) with gix, y) measurable (5XE). That this is always the case is shown by the following lemma which generalizes part of Bochner's Theorem I [1] . Xifx-gi,x)Ei_tEi=0.
Set gix, y) = J2i giix, y). Then gix, y)QLx", gx££x(£A) and, since ifx-g^i/iEi-EH-i T ifx -gz) outside a null set, (4.1) and (L5) for X show that gxQJx.
In the general case the set X0= {x: A(/x)>0} is measurable (5).
If Xn={x:A(fx)>l/n}, Xa = V? Xn and X(Xn)< «, «=1, 2, • • ■ .
Since X0 is cr-finite we can assume that niXn) < oo and that the Xn are disjoint. An argument similar to that given in the first part then completes the proof. The basis problem for the spaces ZXA is equivalent to the basis problem for the spaces LX(LA) and is therefore partially solved by [2] . 
